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TH E Q U E E N S L A N D
PHARMACY STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION (QPSA)
QPSA is a not-for-profit
association run by and for
pharmacy students at the
University of Queensland (UQ).
We are based at the Pharmacy
Australia Centre of Excellence
(PACE) adjacent to the Princess
Alexandra Hospital at
Woolloongabba.
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QPSA President's Review
2022: NEW GOALS, MORE SUCCESS!
Grace Quach; QPSA President, 2022
Welcome to the fifth issue of The Alchemist, a
student-run publication, devoted to keeping you
informed about changes in the pharmacy industry and
student community at UQ. We hope you enjoy this
issue.
Wow! What an eventful last 6 months. We started 2022
with

another

year

of

virtual

NAPSA

(National

Australian Pharmacy Students’ Association) Congress
hosted by James Cook University Pharmacy Students’
Association (JCUPSA). All earlier preparations for an
in-person Congress were switched to an online format
due changes in Queensland COVID-19 restrictions.
Although the conference's customary and highly
sociable culture was missing, it was still a fantastic
chance for pharmacy students to hear from industry
leaders and network with the different branches.
Preparation for orientation week commenced in late
2021, where Zain Langah (QPSA Treasurer), Jessica
Heald (QPSA Secretary), and Emily Ryan (QPSA
Internal Communications) devoted countless hours
networking with suppliers, putting together market
day, orientation bags, and working with the Student
Experience Committee to design a new format for our
First Years Orientation Day. I’d like to personally thank
all the 32 companies and our sponsors for their
generous

donations

to

our

Market

Day

and

Orientation Day bags. I’d also like to thank the
executives for their time and dedication during what
felt like the longest week of our lives. It was a week
filled

with

hysterical

laughter,

physical

pain,

meltdowns, and family-bonding Nando dinners that I’ll
never forget. A more in-depth review of our
Orientation written by Jessica Heald can be found on
page 6 of this edition.
Our Merchandise Representative, Linsa Patel, had a
busy semester organising placement shirts, AMH
orders and our yearly hoodies/sweatshirt. This year
QPSA also unveiled a brand-new crest. This was used
on all our new winter merchandise, which is now
available for collection at our storeroom.
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QPSA President's Review
Ruby

Mitchell

and

Eloise

Kennedy,

the

Social

Representatives for QPSA, also had a very busy semester
planning some fantastic social events. Kicking off the
semester with our "Happier than ever At Coachella"
Launch Party in collaboration with UQBARS, UQKC,
UQLB, UQNAMSA, UQPMS and UQYC. Up next was our
Annual Scrub Crawl, our biggest event of the year which
attracted over 900 attendees. QPSA collaborated with
several allied health societies from UQ, including:
UQHMNS,

UQNAMSA,

UQPMS,

UQSPASA,

and

TROHPIQ. It was a resounding success! The girls have
now focused their attention to prepare for our Annual
UQ Pharmacy Ball, Semester Two Launch Party with UQ
Thongs, UQJACS and UQMAS, and the next Pub Crawl in
collaboration with UQ Thongs, UQPSA, UQOOPS, and
UQGEMS. Stay tuned for our semester two calendar!
In addition to our social events, we also hosted several
educational events including OTC Night, Resume and
Interview Night, Research Night, and Star Pharmacy
Intern Night. We are also excited to announce that Star
Pharmacy is now one of QPSA’s event sponsors, and we
are incredibly excited to see what the future has in store
for our new partnership. A massive thank you to Grace
Hart and Charlotte Sturgess for organising these events
and thank you to the pharmacists and organisations who
travelled and volunteered their time.
This year saw the re-introduction of NAPSA’s annual
Charity Cup. All pharmacy schools across Australia
competed for the most money and awareness raised for
a chosen organisation. This year, across the 17 branches
we raised a total of $10,620 for Myeloma Australia! Thank
you to our Pharmacy Awareness representatives, Chloe
Ross and Nihal Dey, for your hard work! We also saw the
come-back of Industry Awareness Day, where several
pharmacy groups and companies came together to form
a mini trade show. It was a huge achievement, and it was
wonderful to see so many students engaged in
networking with our industry professional. On the 25th
of July, the Annual Vampire Cup commences! So lets
unite once again and help QPSA take the title of the most
blood donated!
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QPSA President's Review
Every year the Pharmacy Guild of Australia host the Australian
Pharmacy Profession (APP) Conference. This year over 70 UQ
students

attended

APP.

The

executives

also

had

the

opportunity to attend the NAPSA Alumni Night where we were
able to network with several NAPSA members, alumni and
industry professionals. We also were able to catch up with
some of our sponsors, and personally thank some of the
companies who donated to our organization. On the 8th of
March, Jessica, Emily and I attended the Guild’s Annual
International Women’s Day Breakfast where we celebrated
women in Pharmacy. We also had the pleasure of listening to
her Excellency the Honourable Dr. Jeannette Young PSM,
Governor of Queensland presented a wonderful speech.
Our Year Level Representatives Angelina Yang, Zina Dorado,
Hunter Alker, Isabella Baustisa, Maryam Al-Gharibeh, Mido
Kim, and Jade Wallace have been keeping students up to date
with weekly notices on events, university announcements, and
assessment throughout the semester. This year, we adopted a
new strategy for preparing for the student liaison meeting.
Each year level representative had the chance to discuss with
me about their concerns, preferences, and any other general
feedback. Additionally, we also provided the student body with
a survey platform which allowed students to express their
feedback anonymously. These points were discussed at length
at our bi-annual student liaison meeting. These points were
also relayed over to the Teaching and Learning and Student
Experience Committee, where we were able to discuss how to
implement changes to improve student’s experiences on an
academic and social basis. I would like to extend my sincere
gratitude to NAPSA and our sponsors, The Guild, PSA, Star
Pharmacy and PDL, for their contributions and time. I would
also like to thank the School of Pharmacy faculty and staff for
their ongoing support for QPSA. For those interested in
getting involved with QPSA, please feel free to reach out to any one of our executive or committee members.
For those interested in running for a position, we would like to invite you to attend our AGM which will be held
in mid-October. Stay tuned to our website and socials for further details.
Yours sincerely,
Grace Quach.
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ORIENTATION WEEK
The Pharmacy Orientation Day was a wonderful

ORITENTATION &
MARKET DAY

event for students to meet their peers, and have an
introduction to the school and industry. My
executive team and I were given the opportunity to

Jessica Heald;
QPSA Sectetary

talk to the first year students about QPSA, where we

Orientation Week 2022 saw our Executive Team
participate in the UQU Market Day and the UQ
Pharmacy School’s First Year Orientation Day. This
year we were proud to present our largest
Orientation

Bags

in

QPSA

history,

featuring

samples from 25 organisations. These generous
donations

allowed

us

to

create

extravagant

Orientation Bags which were given to every
student who purchased a membership on the day.
They were so well received that we ended up
selling out, despite creating approximately 200
bags. While the freebies for members was very
exciting, my personal favourite part of the day was
meeting our students. Following a few years of
restrictions on events and social activities, it was
incredibly rewarding to be able to meet so many of
our members face to face and discuss all things
pharmacy. I felt privileged to be a representative
for our passionate and engaged students; this was a
clear reminder that all our dedication to QPSA
really is worth it.

discussed the social, education, charitable, sporting,
and even travel opportunities available to students.
Talking to students, we received very positive
feedback about our orientation bags, and lots of
excitement about the year ahead. Our efforts during
orientation week resulted in approximately 150 first
year students signing up to QPSA. We hope that they
enjoy all of the perks of membership!
I would like to thank my fellow Executive members,
Grace Quach (President), Zain Langah (Treasurer),
and Emily Ryan (Internal Communications) for their
diligent work over the summer break to make this
possible. Most importantly, I would like to thank all
of our members for their attendance and support.
Here is to a wonderful 2022!
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Stacey Trimble
Coordinator of the UQ Pharmacy Student Experience Committee
To our pharmacy student community,
It has been a delight to work with you during the 1st semester this year
and I am very much looking forward to next semester and getting to know
more of you. Some of my key highlights for semester 1 have been
coordinating the School Orientations and the Welcome to Profession
Ceremony. Even as a non-pharmacist, the Welcome to Profession
Ceremony made me feel excited about the profession of Pharmacy and
proud to support this school. The School Orientations were fantastic due
to our wonderful student volunteers. Thank you all!

Peer mentoring within the school has been expanded in 2022. We now have 3 peer mentoring programs
designed for our student community:
Pharmacy 1st year peer mentoring program
Intern Training Program (ITP) mentoring program
PIPals mentoring program *launching in semester 2
An aspect of my role that I especially enjoy is working with students on Student-Staff Partnership (SSP) Projects.
If you haven’t heard about SSPs, these are opportunities to work in partnership with staff on various projects.
This program seeks to empower Student and Staff Partners to effect positive change within the teaching and
learning, student experience and governance/strategy environments. I am pleased to let you know that within
the school the following SSPs have been approved for 2022 with a focus on enhancing the student experience:
Building connections and community for external students of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Hons)
The project team planned and delivered a series of online social events.
Developing and Launching a Peer-Mentoring Program for the Master of Pharmaceutical Industry Practice
(MPIP)
The project team have created a new peer mentoring program, PIPals, which will launch in Semester 2.
Building community and connection for first year Bachelor of Pharmacy students
This project will create tailored events and initiatives for our new students.
Developing and launching the 'Pharmacy Coffee Chats Series' for our student community.
This project aims to provide informal networking and career development opportunities for our student
community. Watch this space!
It would be lovely to see you all at whole of school BBQ on Tuesday 23rd August, find out more and register
here.
Finally, I would like to encourage you to check out our new monthly newsletter which covers all things
student experience within the school. You can view the latest edition here.
I encourage you to get involved and to make the most of the variety of opportunities within the school and
university. You can also always reach out to me with your feedback and ideas.All the best for Semester 2!
Stacey
Student Experience Coordinator, School of Pharmacy
s.trimble@uq.edu.au
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Kathryn Steadman
Director of the UQ Pharmacy Student Experience Committee

Hello! I’m Kathryn Steadman, I’ve been an academic in the UQ
School of Pharmacy for almost 16 years … I had to count that up on
my fingers because I couldn’t believe I had calculated it correctly …
time flies when you are having fun! I’m the Director of Student
Experience, which means I get to work with the wonderful Stacey
Trimble and an excellent group of students who volunteer to be on
my Student Experience Committee.

I’m also helping the student admin team to look after students
involved in the transition from our current into our new program.
So, that’s what I thought I’d tell you a bit about here. Most of our
first years have started in our renovated BPharm(Hons) program,
which we started to roll out this year. It follows sequentially, so
next year we teach the new year two courses. What’s the difference
between the current and new version I hear you ask? Well, some of
the content is moving around to what we think will be a better flow
– some of that involves topics being covered earlier in the program
(e.g. introductory pharmacology moving to year 1 instead of year 2),
and some involves a rearrangement in the study load given to a
topic (e.g. the pharmaceutical sciences stream in year 2 and year 3 will be 8 units total instead of 12 units, with
most of that moving to the medicines management stream instead). A fairly major change is the way we expect
you to study, with a much greater emphasis on enquiry-based learning and an expectation that you complete
online learning activities before attending face-to-face workshops, tutorials or practicals.
So, what about everyone who is studying our current program? Don’t worry, it is still an excellent program! For
those of you who are sailing through the standard study plan without any issues, you won’t notice anything. But
for those of you in years 2 or 3 who have failed some of your courses, or who are studying part-time, it is
possible that an alternative study plan will be recommended that mixes courses from the new program with the
current program. If this describes you, my advice is to keep in touch with our School of Pharmacy student
administration team. They can check you are enrolling in the right courses, and adjust your study plan if needed.
Feel free to contact them regularly with any questions, they love to talk to students! Email student admin at
pharmacy@enquire.uq.edu.au or drop in at the PACE reception.
Finally, I’d just like to say a big thank you to those of you who volunteer your time to take part in the
School of Pharmacy committees and/or QPSA. I’ve got a fantastic group of students in the Student
Experience Committee, and I know the other committee chairs are also very thankful to their
members. We really appreciate your time and energy!
Best wishes
Kathryn
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SOCIAL EVENTS
COACHELLA, SCRUBS AND PARTIES
GALORE.
Ruby Mitchell and Eloise Kennedy;
QPSA Social Representatives
QPSA has been very busy with lots of great
social events this semester. As always, QPSA's
first event was our annual launch party. The
Coachella theme was a smashing success and
got everyone hyped up for a year of amazing
social

events.

Next

followed

the

most

anticipated party of the year - Scrub Crawl!
Without COVID restrictions this year, we were
able to make it bigger and better. We were able
to sell over 900 tickets and the party raged on
long into the night.
Next semester will be bigger and better for
QPSA
starting

with
as

UQ
well

interfaculty
as

the

competitions

Pharmacy

Ball

in

September. This year's theme "To Infinity and
Beyond” will be out of this world, so stay tuned
for ticket release dates. We have had such an
amazing start to the year. Thank you all for your
support with our functions and events. We are
excited to see what the rest of the year will
bring!
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PLACEMENT REFLECTION
RURAL SCENARY, NEW FRIENDS
AND NEW EXPERIENCES.
Holly Burnett;
QPSA Graduation Representatives &
Fourth Year Student
Firstly, I would like to thank Jo Williams for all of
the effort she put in to making my placements this
year happen. Placement in Semester 1 took me to
Weipa

Hospital,

LiveLife

Weipa,

Normanton

Pharmacy and Pharmacy First in Mt Isa. Here, I
was spread across the four pharmacies in three
remote

locations

to

complete

8

weeks

of

placement. It got me out of my comfort zone and
taught me that there’s not a one size fits all
approach to patient care. What I took away from
my placement was more than learning about the
S100 scheme and other programs in place to aid
access to medications in remote Queensland. I also
built

some

networking

amazing
with

allied

relationships
health

through

students

and

hospital staff. In my spare time, I played squash
with the pharmacy and nursing staff of Weipa
Hospital, learned how to quad-bike from locals,
and was taught how to fish from some medical
students. I also went to the Mt Isa races, and was
taken to a beautiful lookout for my 21st Birthday by
my preceptor in Mt Isa. I have never had so much
fun on a placement. I recommend rural placement
to anyone with a sense of adventure, or loves
making friends and networking. Do a rural or
remote placement… what do you have to lose?
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UQ UNION
PACE & TRI STUDENT
REPRESENTATION AT UQ UNION NOW
A REALITY!

The PACE officer is specifically responsible for
representing and furthering the interests of PACE

Rheanna Norris; UQ Union VP Campus Culture

and TRI students on matters of concern to them

The Pharmacy Australia Centre of Excellence

and acting as the means for the expression to

(PACE) and Translational Research Institute (TRI)

these concerns. The officer will coordinate social

has been established for over ten years in the

and cultural activities for PACE and TRI students,

Woolloongabba area, a fifteen-minute walk from

support QPSA in their endeavours and expand

the St Lucia Campus at UQ. With hundreds of

initiatives such as Kampus Kitchen and Student

students using these buildings every day, both

Exam Support (SES) to the precinct.

PACE and TRI have anchored the continued growth

Some of the projects I’ve been able to accomplish

and advancement of the Bachelor of Pharmacy

as interim PACE officer include the installation of

(Honours) degree, postgraduate programs, and

vending machines on levels 5 and 6 of PACE (with

research-related development.

heaps of new and improved options!) and in

As the largest student union in the southern

collaboration with QPSA, we were able to give out

hemisphere and Australia, the UQ Union provides

free

services, support, and representation to students

Currently, I’m advocating to have the precinct

at UQ. They are established at St Lucia, Herston,

recognised as a UQ campus and improve transport

and Gatton campuses and oversee and govern all

options between St Lucia and PACE by 2023.

clubs and societies including the Queensland

If you’re interested in running for the role, want to

Pharmacy Students Association (QPSA) based at

know more about what it will entail or want to get

PACE. During my time as a pharmacy student and

involved with the UQ Union, please contact me at

president of QPSA, I actively sort to build the

rheanna.norris@uqu.com.au

connection

between

https://www.uqu.com.au/

Union.

noted

I

these
an

buildings

absence

of

and

UQ

student

representation within the UQ Union and found
that it was difficult to establish a presence there
since PACE and TRI are not classified as a campus.
With the work and support of UQU and QPSA, we
were able to bridge this gap.
A motion was presented to the UQU council in
April

which

outlined

the

regulation

and

constitutional change to take effect with the
success of a referendum. It delineated the process
of having a newly elected officer and the provision
of services to students at satellite campuses and
buildings. The motion was successful, changing the
structure of the UQ Union to encompass the
responsibilities of PACE and the needs of the
students in the expanding and growing health
industry.

meals

for

students

during

and

SWOTVAC.

check

out
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UQ INTERN TRAINING PROGRAM

ALL THINGS ITP
Nanette Cawcutt
BPharm, GradDipClinPharm,
Course coordinator for PHRM7081 and PHRM7082
Lead for UQ Intern Training Program (ITP)
I start this information piece with a disclaimer – I

Your mentor won’t be from your workplace, which
means that you can genuinely share your feelings.
If you are interested to find out more, check out the
‘Everything you want to know about your intern year
and beyond’ on the UQ ITP website or at

LOVE PHARMACY! I’ve had a diverse career, but

https://pharmacy.uq.edu.au/files/9917/UQ%20ITP

every step of the way has brought something new

%20SSP%20Booklet%20v4.pdf

and exciting! Currently, I look after the Intern

Enough of the ITP – what about me! I started as a

Training Program (ITP) here at the School of

hospital pharmacist at the Mater Hospital in Brisbane

Pharmacy. You may not be aware that to become

before buying a community pharmacy. I owned three

generally

independently

community pharmacies over 21 years before selling

practicing pharmacist, you need to continue your

them and coming to UQ as an associate lecturer. As a

journey and complete an ITP after you graduate,

community pharmacist, some of the more unusual

whilst undertaking 1824 hours of supervised

activities included being a ‘dispenser to Masters of

practice. The purpose of the ITP is to satisfy the

Ships’,

Pharmacy Board of Australia that you can put all

Turberculosis clinic, a compounding pharmacist for

the

an

the QUT Podiatry clinic and I had an extensive

undergraduate into practice. We help you along

practice in medication-assisted treatment of opioid

that pathway and give you guidance and training

dependence. During my career as a pharmacist, I

to handle the workplace as well as prepare you for

have had the opportunity to have worked in a variety

your final intern examinations. These Pharmacy

of settings. One was as a Royal Australian Air Force

Board registration examinations (written and oral)

Reserve Pharmacist and every third weekend, would

are national with all pharmacy interns across

‘take-over’ the pharmacy at the RAAF base at

Australia sitting the same set of exams. I’m proud

Amberley. I was instrumental in developing a role for

that with the support you receive from our

a pharmacist at Hummingbird House, Queensland’s

program, UQ ITP has a 99.2% pass rate in the

only children’s hospice, which provides specialised

written and a 96% pass rate in the oral exams, well

paediatric palliative care services. I have also worked

above the national average. One of the great

in a veteran’s home and been a locum pharmacist

advantages of completing your ITP here at UQ is

rurally and regionally. I came to the UQ School of

that the system is familiar! There is so many new

Pharmacy in 2014 and had the privilege of teaching all

things to learn as an intern: workplace procedures,

year levels while still providing pharmacy services in

preceptor expectations, getting to know your

the hospital and community settings. I have been

colleagues, possibly living away from home.

able to witness the fantastic

Knowing that you don’t have to learn a new

transformation from a

learning platform to access your ITP is a comfort.

‘straight from school’

An innovation unique to the UQ ITP program, this

student to a generally

year

registered pharmacist

registered

knowledge

has

been

you

the

as

an

have

gained

commencement

as

of

our

a

specialist

mentoring program. Each UQ ITP intern is

after five years of

matched with an intern from the previous year, so

learning, and all the

they really understand what you are feeling.

sweat, tears and fun
that entails!

pharmacist

to

the

Qld
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PHARMACY AWARENESS

INDUSTRY AND CHAIRTY
Chloe Ross and Nihal Dey;
QPSA Pharmacy Awareness
Representatives
Last semester our QPSA Pharmacy Awareness team
started the year off strong with Charity Cup, two IPSF
campaigns and the return of the greatly anticipated
Industry Awareness Day.
Industry Awareness Day was the debut event for the
Pharmacy Awareness team, with various pharmacy
organisations gathered in an expo like fashion.
Students

were

able

to

network

with

industry

professionals and gain an insight into possible avenues
for their future careers. The next big hurdle for our
team was Charity Cup, where this year we raised
awareness and money for Myeloma Australia. Our
feature event this year was a bake sale, and I am proud
to announce that at the end of Charity Cup, we raised
over $500 for Myeloma Australia. Lastly were the IPSF
campaigns. For world health day the team held a yoga
session and for world handwashing day a social media
post about fun facts to do with hygiene.
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EDUCATION EVENTS

EDUCATION & NETWORKING

Our last event of the semester saw QPSA

Charlotte Sturgess and Grace Hart
QPSA Education Representatives

night started with a presentation from Harry

After a rocky start to semester one with OTC

ask questions about what a Star Discount

night being postponed due to flooding, we got

internship could offer them! This was a fantastic

Semester one underway! OTC Night was a great

event for our fourth years as well as our

opportunity for the students to be exposed to

younger years looking to the future. A number

some real-world pharmacy cases and be able to

of Prizes were given that night with two lucky

work through these cases in small groups with

fourth years winning a free ITP courtesy of Star

one of our guest pharmacists. On the night we

Discount

had Mitchel Everlyn, Nanette Cawcrutt, Adam

semester of education events, we are now

La Caze, Christel Chandra, Melissa Armstrong

looking forward to a jam-packed Semester two.

and Jessica Nguyen. The night would not have

We are incredibly grateful to all of our guest

been a success without these pharmacists and

who

we thank them for sharing their wisdom with us.

interesting as they are! We can’t wait to see you

The next event of the semester gave students an

all at our next event!

opportunity to hear from Heidi Dariz and
Debbie Capuano from Ravens Recruitment on
our Employability Evening. The students were
then given an opportunity to get their resumes
reviewed. We had Penni Hauff from Infinity
Group and Brenton Hart from Terry White
Chemmart who helped to give us an insight into
what makes a good resume. We worked one on
one with our guests to improve out own
resumes! Next came Research Night! We had an
amazing group of guest speakers including
Peter Cabot, Phurpa Wangchuk, Lisa Nissen,
Marie-Odile Parat and Harendra Parekh. This
night provided an awesome opportunity for
students to learn about the research our guests
were undertaking as well as what a day in the
life of a researcher looks like. We heard about
how diverse of a career path it is and how it’s
never too late to start. It was a really great night
for all!

teaming up with Star Discount Chemist. The
and then a panel where students were able to

Chemist!

make

our

After

events

a

as

successful

informative

first

and
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SEMESTER WRAPPED: REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Angelina Yang; First Year Representative

Hunter Alker; Second Year Representative

It’s finally here, our first-semester break. That

It has been a fulfilling experience this semester as one

means long days of running into Uni lectures and

of the Second Year Student Representatives and being

staying up late to turn your practical report into a

able to engage more with my cohort! There has been a

masterpiece can finally take a break. To me, the

few bumps this semester, with the floods early on, a

first half of the year had been the busiest yet most

frustratingly short SWOTVAC and with half of us being

fascinating university life I had ever experienced.

hit with COVID. However, it has been enjoyable to be

We focused a lot on learning how to use different

able to come together as a cohort this semester

specialist

study

through events such as Scrub Crawl after a rough start

pharmaceutical information. We also learned to

to the year! Starting second year has definitely been a

understand the importance of communicating in a

big adjustment for a lot of us, with us now having 5

patient-centred-care

applying

units of courses that were more difficult than the

appropriate clinical knowledge through our case

previous courses we have done. Not to mention about

studies and oral consultation exams. A big thank

how it felt that each class had endless amounts of

you to numerous seniors who provided lots of

lectures and practicals to attend, and half of them early

support and study tips that made us feel cared for

in the morning. It definitely required a lot more

and loved. I’m excited for Semester 2 and looking

planning and motivation than previous semesters to

forward to making more new friends and facing

keep on track and survive, but we have made it

new challenges!

through! It has been a challenging semester, but a

drug

resources

to

manner

help

by

us

fulfilling one as we start to learn more specifically
about what pharmacy is through pharmacology,
dispensing and compounding . I’m proud to say that we
as the second-year cohort have gotten through it, and I
believe we will continue to do so in the next semester!
Congratulations everyone from Zina and I on finishing
all of the exams, we hope you enjoy your end of
semester break and take care of yourselves!
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TWENTY-TWENTY

TWO

SEMESTER WRAPPED: REPRESENTATIVES

THIRD YEAR

FOURTH YEAR

Maryam; Third Year Representative

Mido Kim; Fourth Year Representative

Hello everyone! Hope you semester went well. For

PHRM4072 has certainly been a course that has

third years it was a step up compared to second

taught

year.

pharmacies play. Non-major fourth year students

I

definitely

began

to

feel

the

heavy

us

the

all the indications, doses, adverse drug reactions

community placement between late February –

and more can be very overwhelming! Times like

late March with much trepidation.

this remind me to appreciate the moment rather

It was certainly a placement to remember with an

than wait for contentment to come. One year on

interstate flood emergency announced during the

many will say “ third year was a breeze compared

middle

to this,” just as we had said about second year and

normalcy we expected. For some this meant having

first year! Ultimately, our university years will be

their placement withheld and for many it was a

amongst the best years of our lives, so I hope you

rare experience. This event caused many to take

have fun and make fond memories.

part and actively persist in the effort to assist

placement;

customers

long

community

undertook

impacted

4-week

role

responsibility of being a pharmacist! Remembering

of

their

important

which

in

PHRM4072

disrupted

getting

the

life-saving

Isa Baustisa; Third Year Representative

medications. For myself, my placement pharmacy

With the majority of our degree behind us now, I'm

urgently requested the assistance of a locum

sure my cohort can agree that the holidays could

pharmacist in the area due to both demand and

not come fast enough. Our main focus in our

inability for the owner to get through the

classes was the cardiovascular system and our case

floodwaters. But, once everything calmed down, it

studies

different

was back to business. Whether it is a global

management plans for diseases such as strokes,

pandemic or a once-in-a-decade flood event, the

heart

comorbidities.

work of community pharmacies never faltered. It is

Considering this was the first time where we had to

this lesson that I believe our students who went to

deal with the integration of various medications

placement will take to heart the most.

allowed
attacks,

us
and

to

explore

related

with multiple health conditions, this semester was
certainly challenging; but with a 100% pass rate for
the oral consultation exam, I reckon our cohort is
shaping up to be promising health professionals in
the future! I'm proud of everything we've achieved
so far, and looking forward to the opportunities we
have in the future.
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TROPHIQ AND A CAREER IN RURAL PHARMACY
Megan Donaghy
2022 QPSA External Affairs officer
2022 TROHPIQ (Towards Rural and Outback Health
Professionals In Queensland) Chair of Allied Health
I’m Megan and in 2022 I will be QPSA’s External Affairs Officer as well as
TROHPIQ’s Chair of Allied Health. In 2021 I helped organize TROHPIQ’s and
spoke at QPSA’s rural health night. So, you can see I’m passionate about
rural health! I also had the amazing opportunity to go on placement at
Cherbourg hospital with Aleena.
Being there and seeing how the doctors and pharmacists collaborate to
improve patient care was an experience I’ll never forget. We got to see and
hear about a much wider range of conditions than you would get in a metro
placement, for example, pseudo seizures and infections. In metro we would
not have been able to go to a hospital, and community pharmacy would not
have been anywhere near as interesting for me, working there already.
I also had a lovely time outside placement meeting up a few times
throughout the week with other pharmacy students to have dinner. If you
decide to go rural, you’ll have a great time helping people who really need
accessible healthcare. So, in conclusion go rural if you can! Any questions –
email me at qpsa.externalaffairs@napsa.org.au

MASTER OF CLINICAL PHARMACY
Karen Whitfield
Program Lead for the Master of Clinical Pharmacy at UQ
Winner of Australian Clinical Pharmacy Award by the Society of
Hospital Pharmacists Australia (2017) & Research Excellence Award for
Research Support from Metro North Health Service (2020).

Well, what a year it has been so far for the MClin Pharm
Program. Our students come from all over Australasia and we
work online delivering an extremely interactive, engaging
suite of subjects. We had a busy first semester delivering subjects on Pharmacotherapeutics, Leadership and
Management; Advanced skills in Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Research. Our team of dedicated
academics leading these subjects are passionate about teaching and investing in students; and this shows in
the positive feedback we get from our postgraduates. Breaking news …we now have FOUR annual awards
associated with the Program and are currently developing a Mentoring program… Stand by for more news in
the coming months.

